30,000 new students will be moving to study in a different country within the UK this autumn.

Here are the major flows between England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales:

Where this year’s new students are set to move from:

- **990** students from England
- **500** students from Northern Ireland
- **1,530** students from Scotland
- **4,640** students from Wales

...and this is where they will be studying once term starts:

- **Over 4,000** students leave Northern Ireland to study in England and Scotland, but only **500** students from England and Scotland will be studying in Northern Ireland.
- **8,040** students from Wales will be studying at English universities and colleges - the second largest flow, but smaller than those leaving England to study in Wales.
- **8,040** students from England will be studying in Scotland.
- **10,590** students from Scotland will be studying in England.
- **3,000** more English students studying in Scotland, than there are Scottish students studying in England.

Around **369,000** UCAS acceptances from the UK will be studying in **England** in 2014-15, **10,000** in Northern Ireland, **34,000** in Scotland, and **22,000** in Wales.